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United States and is reinforcing its position in Europe and Brazil by
signing a number of new distribution agreements
Prodways, a Groupe Gorgé subsidiary, is officially launching in the American market, in particular
taking part for the first time in the AMUG (Additive Manufacturing User Group) conference held
in Jacksonville from April 19 to 23, 2015.

As a platinum sponsor, Prodways gave the American market a preview of the ProMaker L5000,
available for sale and supported by the US team, whose conference presentations were well
received by the American audience, which has significant expertise in 3D printing technologies.

The day after its first presentation on the American continent, Prodways also announced the signing
of a new partnership agreement with Tecno-How in Brazil. Founded in 1983, Tecno-How specializes
in the marketing of 3D solutions and high-precision machinery. It was therefore a natural move for
Paulo Pacheco, CEO of Tecno-How to turn to Prodways high-technology solutions: "We are very
proud of becoming a Prodways agent in Brazil. Our company has always focused on solutions that
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can tackle the most demanding applications in 3D printing. We are convinced that Prodways
technology and premium solutions will provide the answers the market wants. We will also attend
the Feimafe trade show to demonstrate Prodways capacities and know-how to Brazil."

In Europe, Prodways is stepping up development with the signing of two new agreements, with 3D
New Print in France and IncrivelFuturo in Portugal.

An ID Group subsidiary specializing in 2D printing engineering and IT infrastructures, 3D New Print
has started to shift towards the 3D segment by partnering up with the leading additive
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manufacturers in order to develop a center of expertise in France. 3D New Print entered into a
distribution agreement with Prodways to distribute and provide servicing and maintenance for
Prodways solutions in France.

For Christophe Desarthe, joint shareholder and joint manager of 3D New Print: "We are happy to
have signed this agreement with Prodways covering France, because we do more than simple
business procurement: we are involved in a reindustrialization strategy for our customers and work
closely with the best universities and research laboratories. Our partnership with Prodways will
enable us to offer them the highest French standards in 3D printing."

These agreements come after Prodways announced that it had acquired Norge Systems and Initial
and that it aimed to become the third largest player in 3D offering multi-technologies and all 3D
printing services to its customers.

Prodways will also attend the Rapid trade show, held from May 19 to 21 in Long Beach in the United
States, to continue to promote its services and solutions on the American continent.

By opting to become a distributor and host a show room, 3D New Print also provides top
engineering schools, universities, research laboratories, fablabs, etc. with access to the latest
generation high-quality materials.

###
About 3D NEW PRINT:
3D NEW PRINT is the outcome of an association of specialists in printing engineering, IT
infrastructure engineering and 3D printing engineering, who came together 20 years ago.

Targeting SMEs, engineering consultants and design studios, 3D NEW PRINT aims to make an active
contribution to the reindustrialization of the country.
By opting to become a distributor and host a show room, 3D NEW PRINT also provides top
engineering schools, universities, research laboratories, fablabs, etc. with access to the latest
generation high-quality materials.

###

About Tecno How
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Tecno-How Engenharia Industrial e Comercio Ltda., founded in 1983, is specialized in selling
imported high end machines in the Brazilian market.
With offices in São Paulo and Valinhos and through a high skilled sales team, its products are
distributed to a wide range of sectors: automotive, dental, mould&die, medical, energy, aerospace
and metal industry.
The company has also a very strong service and application team.

###
About Prodways

Prodways, a subsidiary of Groupe Gorgé, assists major industrial firms with innovations and
production processes by providing high-end solutions for additive manufacturing:
•

Prodways Technology: based on an innovative MOVINGLight® technology, Prodways offers 3D

printers capable of producing objects of unsurpassed quality for a wide range of industrial and
biomedical applications with significant savings.
•

Prodways Materials: with the acquisition of DeltaMed, Prodways has particular expertise in

the field of development of innovative premium composites, hybrid and bio-compatible materials
with outstanding performance.
•

Prodways Customer Support: relying on a strong network of experts, Prodways provides

complete services to optimize the usage of your systems from training to on-site assistance, as well
as customer-specific developments.
•

Prodways Entrepreneurs: providing support and financing solutions for companies working in

3D printing, Prodways seeks to ensure 3D printing emerges as a European industry based in
excellence.

For further information: www.prodways.com

Follow us and be aware of Prodways’ latest news on Twitter!
@Prodways
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